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Trump puts states in control of phasing out restrictions
By Chris Megerian, Noah
Bierman and Eli Stokols
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON — Claiming
that the worst of the coronavirus
outbreak has passed, President
Donald Trump outlined a broad
road map Thursday for each state
to begin phasing out restrictions
that have forced tens of millions
of Americans to stay home for
weeks, devastating the nation’s
economy.
The new guidelines call for a
staggered approach over coming
weeks and months, but don’t set a
date or a deadline.
Instead, authorities in each

state — not the federal government — will decide when it’s safe
to reopen shops, schools, restaurants, movie theaters, sporting
arenas and other facilities that
were shuttered to slow the spread
of the deadly virus.
“We are not opening up all at
once, but one careful step at a
time,” Trump said at a White
House briefing. “Some states will
be able to open up sooner than
others.”
The guidance was released on a
day the U.S. death toll surpassed
33,000 — more than half as many
Americans as were killed in the
entire Vietnam War — and an
alarming new Labor Department

report showed more than 22 million Americans had filed for unemployment in the last month.
The plan marked a clear reversal for Trump, who had repeatedly vowed a swift restart to the
economy — with “a bang,” as he
put it — and insisted he could
overrule governors.
He instead bowed to public
health experts who warned that
moving too quickly — especially
without the widespread testing
that the government has struggled to deploy since the pandemic began — would jeopardize the
fight against the coronavirus and
could lead to new outbreaks.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the na-

tion’s top infectious disease expert, warned that some states
may not fully reopen until next
fall, if then, and warned that the
guidelines were far from foolproof.
“There may be some setbacks,”
he said. “Let’s face it. We’re in
uncharted waters.”
For Trump, the guidelines acknowledge his limited power to
ease local restrictions. Early this
week, he declared that he had “total” authority to override governors in deciding when to lift stayat-home orders, a claim quickly
disputed by constitutional scholars and opposed by members of
both parties.
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But on Thursday, Trump told
governors in a conference call to
“call your own shots” on when
it’s safe to loosen the rules that
have sent the economy into a
record-shattering nosedive.
The latest evidence emerged
early Thursday when the Labor
Department reported more than
5.2 million new jobless claims
last week. The 22 million job losses in the last month essentially
wiped out employment gains
since the Great Recession more
than a decade ago. Retail sales
fell 8.7% in March, the largest
monthly decline ever recorded.
PLEASE SEE TRUMP, PAGE 10

Some Lodi
nonprofits
to receive
HUD grants
By Wes Bowers
NEWS-SENTINEL STAFF WRITER
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Heather Pyle Lucas barrels Lucas Winery’s 2019 ZinStar wine on Dec. 17, 2019.

Barreling gives young wine depth, character, a chance to mature
By Bea Ahbeck
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December 17, 2019
It’s time for the barreling.
After the harvest, after the
grapes have been pressed, after the fermentation, the wine
is ready to be poured into barrels.
A month after the grapes’
journey from the vineyard to
the tanks, it is time for the
young wine to settle into its
new home — French oak barrels. The wine will age in
these wooden containers for
12 to 16 months. During that
PLEASE SEE WINERY, PAGE 6

Winemaker David Lucas gets ready to clean out a barrel on Dec. 17,
2019.

COVID-19 BY THE NUMBERS
• 369 confirmed cases in San Joaquin County. There have been
17 deaths. The county warns that true numbers are unknown
as most cases cannot be tested; numbers include only positive
tests.
• 879 cases in Sacramento County. There have been 32 deaths.
• 11 cases in Calaveras County, with no deaths. 7 have recovered.
• 7 cases in Amador County, with no deaths. 5 have recovered.
• 187 cases in Stanislaus County, with 4 deaths. 81 have recovered.
• 1,007 cases in Alameda County, with 39 deaths.
• 631 cases in Contra Costa County, with 16 deaths.
• 27,677 cases in California, with 957 deaths. No data on recoveries.
• 667,801 cases in the United States, with 32,917 deaths. 54,703
have recovered.
• 2,152,647 cases worldwide, with 143,802 deaths. 542,107 have
recovered.
Numbers reported as of 5 p.m. Thursday by official county
websites and Johns Hopkins University. Data on recoveries is
included when available. Only confirmed cases are included in
this report. To see additional data, visit www.lodinews.com.
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For the past year, NewsSentinel Chief Photographer
Bea Ahbeck has visited Lucas Winery, following owners
David Lucas and Heather
Pyle Lucas and their employees from preparing the vines
for the growing season
through growth, harvest,
crush and the winemaking
process.
This is the third part of a
multi-part series on Ahbeck’s year among the vines.
To read previous installments as well as view more
photos and video interviews,
visit www.lodinews.com.

LODI — Five of eight nonprofit
organizations who applied for
Community Development Block
Grant funding are slated to receive their requests later this
year.
The Lodi City Council on
Wednesday night unanimously
approved its draft 2020-2021 annual action plan for the CDBG program, allocating $647,277 in funds
from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development
to various services and projects
undertaken by the city and local
organizations.
Community Partnership for
Families will receive $37,091 for
its Family Resource Center and
Youth Program, and the city’s
Graffiti Abatement Program will
receive $30,000.
The LOEL Foundation, Second
Harvest Food Bank and Ready to
Work will all receive $10,000, with
the former using funds for its
Meals on Wheels program, and
the latter using its allocation for
the Lodi Employment and Support Effort.
Second Harvest Food Bank’s
funds will be used for its Food Assistance Program.
Not receiving funds this year
are the Lodi Boys and Girls Club,
which requested $25,000; The Village, which asked for $46,800; and
the California Human Development, which wanted $31,147 for
its Immigration Expansion Program.
For city projects, $314,715 will
be used for alley improvements.
Other funding allocations include $113,715 for CDBG program
administration and $15,740 for
San Joaquin Fair Housing.
PLEASE SEE GRANTS, PAGE 10

Valley Air District had cleanest winter yet
By K. Cathey
LODI LIVING EDITOR

If you’ve noticed that the sky looks awfully clear
and blue in recent weeks, you’re not imagining things.
“We just came off our cleanest winter on record,”
said Heather Heinks, the outreach and communications manager for the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District.
Generally wet winters are better for air quality, because rain can clear particles of soot and other pollutants from the air. This year was fairly dry, but still a
successful year, Heinks said.
“We give all the credit to our ‘Check Before You
Burn’ rule,” she said.
In the past, the rule was more of a guideline, but in
recent years, enforcement has ramped up.
The air district has also invested in encouraging
Valley residents to think clean when it comes to heatproducing stoves, landscaping equipment and other
tools. Incentives are available whenever residents
switch from a wood-burning stove to a gas heating system or, in some counties, a pellet-burning system. Rebates are also available for those who switch from gas
to electric lawnmowers, weed-eaters and other tools.
It hasn’t just been residents making a difference,
Heinks added. Agricultural operations, trucking companies and manufacturers have also taken steps to
help reduce pollution, Heinks said.
“It was a great winter. We’re on our way to meeting
these federal standards for (particulate matter) pollu-
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Fewer drivers means less pollution. A view from
Kenneth Hahn State Recreation Area on Tuesday
shows a clear view of Downtown Los Angeles with
snow-capped San Gabriel Mountains in the distance.

tion,” she said.
This winter logged the greatest number of “Good”
and “Moderate” air quality days across all counties in
the district on record, along with the lowest average
particulate matter on record throughout the burning
season.
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Cloudy with showers today.
Cloudy with sunny breaks
Saturday . Full report, Page 12.

